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Abstract
This note presents a combination of published and preliminary electroweak results from the
four LEP collaborations and the SLD collaboration which were prepared for the 1996 summer
conferences. Averages of the results concerning electroweak physics are presented. They are derived
from the measurements of hadronic and leptonic cross sections, the leptonic forward-backward
asymmetries, the  polarisation asymmetries, the bb and cc partial widths and forward-backward
asymmetries and the qq charge asymmetry. Almost every measurement including the LEP beam
energy calibration has been updated with respect to the summer 1995 conferences. The results
are compared to precise electroweak measurements from other experiments. The parameters of the
Standard Model are evaluated, rst using the combined LEP electroweak measurements, and then
using the full set of precise electroweak results.

The LEP Collaborations each take responsibility for the preliminary data of their own experiment.
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1 Introduction
The four LEP experiments have previously presented [1] parameters derived from the Z resonance
using published and preliminary results based on data recorded until the end of 1994. These results
represented the status of the analyses in summer 1995.
Since then several additional preliminary results have become available, including results from the
1995 Z energy scan. To allow a quick assessment, a box highlighting the updates is given at the
beginning of each section. Results from data taken at energies signicantly above the Z pole are not
included in the note. Results from the high energy (130{140 GeV) run at the end of 1995 are presented
elsewhere [2].
The LEP data consist of the hadronic and leptonic cross sections, the leptonic forward-backward
asymmetries, the  polarisation asymmetries, the bb and cc partial widths and forward-backward
asymmetries and the qq charge asymmetry. In addition, the measurement of the bb partial width
and left-right-forward-backward asymmetries for b and c quarks from SLD are treated consistently
with the LEP data. Many technical aspects of their combination have already been described in
References 3, 4 and references therein. It should be stressed that several measurements included in
the current combination are still preliminary.
This note is organised in the following manner:
Section 2 Z line shape and leptonic forward-backward asymmetries;
Section 3  polarisation;
Section 4 Heavy avour analyses;
Section 5 Inclusive hadronic charge asymmetry;
Section 6 Interpretation of the results, including the combination of results from LEP, SLD, neutrino
interaction experiments and W and top mass measurements from CDF and D;
Section 7 Prospects for the Future.
2 Z Lineshape and Lepton Forward-Backward Asymmetries
Updates from last year:
Preliminary results are available from analyses of the 1995 energy scan. The calibration of the LEP
beam energy for the 1993 scan has been revised as a result of new information available in 1995. Several
of the 1993/1994 preliminary analyses have been updated with reduced systematic errors, including
reduced luminosity measurement errors. Also the theoretical error on the luminosity measurements
has been reduced.





was recorded at two o-peak points with centre-of-mass energies,
p
s, 1.8 GeV above




. At the present time three of the experiments have preliminary analyses using both cross
sections and lepton forward backward asymmetries; OPAL has only asymmetry results available for
the present.
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The results presented here are based on these new data combined with those recorded in previous










j < 1:8 GeV) and the peak running in 1994. The total statistics and the systematic errors
on the individual analyses of the four LEP collaborations are given in Tables 1 and 2. Details of the
individual analyses can be found in References 5{8.
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL LEP
qq '90-'91 451 357 416 454 1678
'92 680 697 678 733 2788
'93 prel. 640 677 646 646 2609
'94 prel. 1654 1241 1307 1524 5726
'95 prel. 739 584 311 { 1634





'90-'91 55 36 40 58 189
'92 82 70 58 88 298
'93 prel. 78 74 64 82 298
'94 prel. 190 129 127 184 630
'95 prel. 80 67 28 42 217
total 485 376 317 454 1632
Table 1: The LEP statistics in units of 10
3
events used for the analysis of the Z line shape and lepton
forward-backward asymmetries. Not all experiments have used the full 1995 data set for the present
results.
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL
'93 '94 '95 '93 '94 '95 '93 '94 '95 '93 '94 '95
prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel.
L
exp: (b)












0.25% 0.26% 0.25% 0.28% 0.30%
(a)




0.34% 0.32% 0.39% 0.80% 0.60%
(a)













0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
Table 2: The experimental systematic errors for the analysis of the Z line shape and lepton forward-
backward asymmetries at the Z peak. The errors quoted do not include the common uncertainty due
to the LEP energy calibration. The treatment of correlations between the errors for dierent years is
described in References 5{8.
(a)
No preliminary result quoted yet.
(b)
In addition, there is a theoretical error for the calculation of the small angle Bhabha cross section of 0.11% [9],
which has been treated as common to all experiments. For the present, the previous error of 0.16% [10] is used
by ALEPH and DELPHI.
The measurement of the LEP beam energies, and the associated uncertainties, are important in
the determination of the mass and width of the Z. In the previous note [1] the treatment of the
LEP energies was that described in Reference 11. For the 1995 scan the instrumentation of LEP was
improved by employing NMR devices in two LEP dipole magnets. Furthermore, in six lls resonant
depolarisation measurements were made at both the beginning and end of lls and in two of these lls
measurements were also made over a period of several hours. Preliminary results for the 1995 LEP
3
energies are available [12]. Using these new data, it has been found that there is a signicant rise in
energy during the course of a ll. Such a rise term was included in the previous analysis, but the
magnitude of the rise observed in 1995 was considerably larger than that estimated for the 1993 scan.
As a result the energy determinations for the 1993 scan and the 1994 peak data have been revised,
although studies are still in progress and the results remain preliminary.
For the averaging of results the LEP experiments provide a standard set of 9 parameters describing
the information contained in hadronic and leptonic cross sections and leptonic forward-backward
asymmetries [3,13]. These parameters have been corrected [14] for the eects of initial-state radiation




nal states. They are convenient for
tting and averaging since they have small correlations. The parameters are:
































































Even under the assumption of lepton universality a small dierence of 0.2% is expected between




, and the value for R

, owing to mass corrections to  

.



































































This set of 9 parameters does not describe the Z production and decay completely, because it does
not include the interference of the Z exchange with the  exchange. This contribution is investigated
in a separate note [2]. For the results presented in this note, the -exchange contributions and the Z
interference terms are xed to their Standard Model values.
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The four sets of 9 parameters provided by the LEP experiments are presented in Table 3. The
covariance matrix of these parameters is constructed as described in Reference 13. It is constructed
from the covariance matrices of the individual LEP experiments and common systematic errors. These
common errors arise from the theoretical uncertainty in the luminosity normalisation aecting the
1
In the denition of A
0; f
FB
, eects from  exchange, /Z interference, as well as real and imaginary parts of the photon
vacuum polarisation, are not included. They are accounted for explicitly in the tting formulae used by the experiments,
and are xed to their Standard Model values.
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If instead the Z interference terms are entirely determined from LEP cross-section data (including the 130-140 GeV
data), the total error on the LEP average of m
Z
increases from 2.0 MeV to 4.0 MeV [2].
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= 0:11%, from the uncertainty of the LEP centre-of-mass energy
spread of about 1 MeV [15], resulting in  
Z
 0:2 MeV, and from the uncertainty in the LEP
energy calibration. The latter uncertainty causes errors of m
Z
 1:5 MeV,  
Z




 0:0005 for each lepton species (` = e; ; ). It should be noted that the error from the LEP




















is an approximation of the eect of the t-channel contribution for a typical LEP




nal state. The combined parameter set and its correlation
matrix are given in Tables 4 and 5.
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL
m
Z
(GeV) 91:18730:0030 91:18590:0028 91:18830:0029 91:18240:0039
 
Z




(nb) 41:5760:083 41:5660:079 41:4110:074 41:530:09
R
e
20:640:09 20:930:14 20:780:11 20:820:14
R

20:880:07 20:700:09 20:840:10 20:790:07
R













0:01960:0028 0:02230:0039 0:02330:0049 0:01780:0034

2
/d.o.f. 195/217 174/157 142/159 12=6
(a)
Table 3: Line shape and asymmetry parameters from 9-parameter ts to the data of the four LEP
experiments.
(a)
This parameter set has been obtained from a parameter transformation applied to the 15 parameters of
the OPAL t [8], which treats the Z interference terms for leptons as additional free parameters. The extra
parameters for the Z interference terms have been xed to their Standard Model values in the transformation.
The 
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Table 4: Average line shape and asymmetry parameters from the data of the four LEP experiments
given in Table 3, without the assumption of lepton universality. The 
2
/d.o.f. of the average is 22/27.
The estimation of the common errors mentioned above which arise from the LEP energy calibration
is more complicated than in previous years. This is partly due to the correlations in the LEP energy
error matrix between the 1993 and 1995 scans and partly due to only three experiments having cross-
section data available from the 1995 scan. The procedure adopted is the same approximate method
as has been used for the previous note. Fits are performed to the data from a single experiment

























1:00 0:09  0:01 0:01  0:02  0:01 0:02 0:06 0:04
 
Z




 0:01  0:14 1:00 0:07 0:12 0:08 0:01 0:00 0:00
R
e
0:01 0:00 0:07 1:00 0:05 0:04  0:01 0:00 0:00
R

 0:02  0:01 0:12 0:05 1:00 0:05  0:01 0:01 0:00
R













0:04 0:00 0:00 0:00 0:00 0:01 0:01 0:01 1:00
Table 5: The correlation matrix for the set of parameters given in Table 4.
approximately to those of the four experiments combined. Comparison of the errors obtained in this
way with those resulting from the normal ts allows the error components from the LEP energy
uncertainty to be extracted. The result is insensitive to which of the experiments is used to provide
the data. In order to check this method a global t is performed to the hadronic cross-section data
for all experiments for the years 1993, 1994 and 1995. This procedure takes all common errors into
account without any approximations being necessary, and is therefore exact apart from the fact the
data from earlier years and the leptonic channels are not taken into account yet in this procedure.
The results agree with those of the rst method.
If lepton universality is assumed, the set of 9 parameters given above is reduced to a set of 5
parameters. R
`








refers to the partial Z width for the decay into
a pair of massless charged leptons.
The data of each of the four LEP experiments are consistent with lepton universality (the dierence
in 
2
over the dierence in d.o.f. with and without the assumption of lepton universality is 6/4, 4/4,













for the individual LEP experiments, assuming lepton universality. Tables 7
and 8 provide these ve parameters and the corresponding correlation matrix for the combined result.
Figure 1 shows, for each lepton species and for the combination assuming lepton universality, the





plane. For completeness the partial decay widths of
the Z boson are listed in Table 9.
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ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL
m
Z
(GeV) 91:18740:0030 91:18590:0028 91:18830:0029 91:18220:0039
 
Z




(nb) 41:5780:083 41:5660:079 41:4110:074 41:530:09
R
`




0:01870:0017 0:01750:0020 0:01870:0026 0:01500:0019

2
/d.o.f. 200/221 178/161 144/163 15=10
(a)
Table 6: Line shape and asymmetry parameters from 5-parameter ts to the data of the four LEP
experiments, assuming lepton universality. R
`









partial Z width for the decay into a pair of massless charged leptons.
(a)




















Table 7: Average line shape and asymmetry parameters from the results of the four LEP experiments
given in Table 6, assuming lepton universality. R
`









partial Z width for the decay into a pair of massless charged leptons. The 
2
















1:00 0:09  0:01  0:01 0:08
 
Z




 0:01  0:14 1:00 0:15 0:01
R
`




0:08 0:00 0:01 0:01 1:00





















Table 9: Partial decay widths of the Z boson, derived from the results of the 9-parameter (Tables 4
and 5) and the 5-parameter t (Tables 7 and 8). In the case of lepton universality,  
``
refers to the






















plane. The Standard Model prediction for
m
Z
= 91:1863 GeV, m
t
= 175 GeV, m
H





) = 0:118 is also shown. The lines










are varied in the intervals m
t










) = 0:118  0:003,








3 The  Polarisation
Updates from last year:
Since the last note, DELPHI has included a preliminary analysis of the data from 1993 and 1994, and
OPAL has nalized its 1990 { 1994 analysis.
The  polarisation, P

, is determined by a measurement of the longitudinal polarisation of  pairs

















are the  -pair cross sections for the production of a right-handed and left-handed

 
, respectively. The angular distribution of P










, is given by:
P





















as dened in Equation (3). Equation (5) neglects corrections for the eects of  ex-
change, Z interference and electromagnetic radiative corrections for initial- and nal-state radiation.
These eects are taken into account in the experimental analyses. In particular, these corrections ac-
count for the
p
s dependence of the tau polarisation, P

(cos ), which is important since the o-peak
data are included in the event samples for all experiments. When averaged over all production angles
P

is a measurement of A

. As a function of cos , P

(cos ) provides nearly independent determina-




, thus allowing a test of the universality of the couplings of the Z to e and
 .
Each experiment makes separate P

measurements using the ve  decay modes e, , , 
and a
1
 [16{19]. The  and  are the most sensitive channels, contributing weights of about 40%
each in the average. DELPHI has also used an inclusive hadronic analysis. The combination is made
of the results from each experiment already averaged over the  decay modes.
3.1 Results




obtained by the four experiments [16{19]
and their combination. A study of the possible common systematic errors has shown these to be
small [3] and thus no such errors have been included in the combination. The statistical correlation




is small ( 5%), and is neglected.







= 0:1401  0:0067 (6)
A
e
= 0:1382  0:0076 ; (7)









within a given experiment, as these errors are also estimated to be small.







= 0:1393  0:0050 : (8)
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ALEPH ('90 - '92), nal 0:136  0:012  0:009
DELPHI ('90 - '94), prel. 0:138  0:009  0:008
L3 ('90 - '94), prel. 0:152  0:010  0:009
OPAL ('90 - '94), nal 0:134  0:009  0:010
LEP Average 0:1401  0:0067




/d.o.f. for the average is 1.1/3. The rst error is statistical
and the second systematic. In the LEP average, statistical and systematic errors are combined in
quadrature. The systematic component of the error, obtained by combining the individual systematic
errors (weighted by the total errors), is 0:0045.
ALEPH ('90 - '92), nal 0:129  0:016  0:005
DELPHI ('90 - '94), prel. 0:140  0:013  0:003
L3 ('90 - '94), prel. 0:156  0:016  0:005
OPAL ('90 - '94), nal 0:129  0:014  0:005
LEP Average 0:1382  0:0076




/d.o.f. for the average is 1.8/3. The rst error is statistical
and the second systematic. In the LEP average, statistical and systematic errors are combined in
quadrature. The systematic component of the error, obtained by combining the individual systematic
errors (weighted by the total errors), is 0:0021.
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4 Results from b and c Quarks
Updates from last year:
Several new results on R
b
are available, and there is an important change in the R
c
analysis. In
addition, the QCD correction for the asymmetries has been improved (see Section 4.2), and several
measurements have been updated (see Section 4.4).































 The semileptonic branching ratios, BR(b! `) and BR(b! c!






parameter, . These are often determined at the same time as the widths or asymmetries in
multi-parameter ts to lepton tag samples. They are included in the combination procedure to
take into account their correlations with the other parameters measured in the same t.






or a charmed baryon. The proba-
bility that a c-quark fragments into a D
0
is calculated from the constraint that the probabilities
for the weakly decaying charmed hadrons add up to one. These quantities are determined now
with good accuracy by the LEP experiments. The interpretation of the D

rate in terms of R
c
and the determination of the charm background in the lifetime tag R
b
measurements can now
be made without assumptions on the energy dependence of the D-meson production rates.
There are several motivations for the averaging procedure [4] presented here. Several analyses measure
more than one parameter simultaneously, for example the lepton ts. Some of the measurements of





. The common tagging and analysis techniques lead to common sources of systematic uncer-
tainty, in particular for the double-tag measurements of R
b
. The starting point for the combination
is to ensure that all the analyses use a common set of assumptions for input parameters which give
rise to systematic uncertainties. A full description of the averaging procedure has been published in
Reference 4. The input parameters have been updated and extended recently [20] to accommodate
new analyses and more recent measurements. The correlations and interdependences of the input mea-
surements are then taken into account in a 
2
minimisation which results in the combined electroweak
parameters and their correlation matrix.
In a rst t the asymmetry measurements on peak, above peak and below peak were combined at
each centre-of-mass energy. The results of this t, including the SLD results, are given in the appendix.
The dependence of the average asymmetries on centre-of-mass energy agrees with the prediction of the
Standard Model. To derive the pole asymmetries, A
0; q
FB
, from the measured quark asymmetries, all the
o-peak asymmetry measurements were corrected to the peak energy before combining. Only results












denote the experimentally measured ratios




















) is tted since this quantity is needed and measured by the
LEP experiments.
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two partial widths, two asymmetries, two semileptonic branching ratios, the average mixing parameter






, or a charmed baryon.
In addition the SLD collaboration has presented precise measurements of R
b
[21] and of the
left-right forward-backward asymmetry for b and c quarks [22]. Since the precision and the domi-
nant sources of systematic uncertainty are similar at LEP and SLD it is useful to produce combined
LEP+SLD averages. The left-right forward-backward asymmetries are, in contrast to the unpolarised





treated in the averaging procedure as physically independent quantities. However the methods used





the averaging procedure in order to estimate the correlation between the SLD and the LEP asymme-
tries, resulting in a 13-parameter t.
4.1 Summary of measurements and averaging procedure




fall into two categories. In the rst, called a single-tag measurement,
a method to select b or c events is devised, and the number of tagged events is counted. This number
must then be corrected for backgrounds from other avours and for the tagging eciency to calculate
the true fraction of hadronic Z decays of that avour. The dominant systematic errors come from
understanding the branching ratios and detection eciencies which give the overall tagging eciency.
For the second technique, called a double-tag measurement, the event is divided into two hemispheres.
With N
t
being the number of tagged hemispheres, N
tt
the number of events with both hemispheres
tagged and N
had






















































are the tagging eciencies per hemisphere for b, c and light-quark events, and
C
q
6= 1 accounts for the fact that the tagging eciencies between the hemispheres may be correlated.










 1. The correlations for the other avours can be




. Neglecting the c and uds backgrounds


















The double-tagging method has the advantage that the b tagging eciency is derived directly from the
data, reducing the systematic error of the measurement. The residual background of other avours in
the sample, and the evaluation of the correlation between the tagging eciencies in the two hemispheres
of the event are the main sources of systematic uncertainty in such an analysis.
The measurements included are:
 Lepton ts from all four LEP experiments [23{28]. These analyses use hadronic events with one













, BR(b! `) and BR(b! c!

`), and . Correlations exist between the dierent
measured quantities, especially between R
b
and BR(b! `). R
b
and the semileptonic branching
ratios are measured by a double-tagging technique where for the branching ratios the lepton
12
identication eciency needs to be known. The dominant sources of systematic error for the
lepton ts arise from the lepton identication, from other semileptonic branching ratios and from
the modelling of the semileptonic decay. In addition to the single/double lepton ts ALEPH has
measured BR(b! `) and BR(b! c!

`) in a lifetime tagged sample and R
c
from low energy
electrons assuming a value of BR(c! `).
 Event-shape tag for R
b
from L3 (single tag) [29].
 Lifetime (and lepton) double tag measurements for R
b
from ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL and
SLD [21, 30{33]. These are the most precise determinations of R
b
, and dominate the combined
result. The basic features of the double-tag technique were discussed above. In the ALEPH
and SLD measurements the charm rejection has been enhanced by using the invariant mass
information. The ALEPH measurement makes use of ve dierent tags; this improves the
statistical accuracy and reduces the systematic errors due to hemisphere correlations and charm
contamination, compared to the previous ALEPH analysis.





based on lifetime tagged events with a hemisphere charge measurement
from ALEPH , DELPHI and OPAL. The mean b-hemisphere charge is derived from the charge
distributions themselves [26,34,35]. These measurements contribute roughly the same weight to
the combined result as the lepton ts. Note that the quoted ALEPH result is a Standard Model
t to various charge properties both on- and o-peak which has been converted to an asymmetry
determination.
 Analyses with D/D

mesons to measure R
c
from ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL [24,36,37]. All
measurements are constructed in a way that no assumptions on the energy dependence of charm
fragmentation are necessary. The available measurements can be divided into four groups:
{ inclusive/exclusive double tag (ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL): In a rst step D

mesons are
reconstructed in several decay channels and their production rate is measured, which de-










). This sample of clean cc (and








) using a slow pion
tag in the opposite hemisphere. In the ALEPH measurement R
c
is unfolded internally in








) is available. However the
principle of the method is identical to the one of DELPHI and OPAL.
{ inclusive single/double tag (DELPHI): This measurement measures the single and double
tag rate using a slow pion tag. It takes advantage of the much higher eciency of the
inclusive slow pion tag compared to the exclusive reconstruction. The high background,
however, limits the precision of this measurement.







mesons in dierent decay channels. It has lower statistics but much better purity than
the inclusive analyses.
{ Reconstruction of all weakly decaying D states (DELPHI, OPAL): These analyses make









of cc with small corrections applied for the unobserved baryonic states. This is a single tag
measurement, relying only on knowing the decay branching ratios of the charm hadrons.
 Analyses with D mesons to measure A
cc
FB














from SLD [22]. These results use lepton, kaon, D mesons and lifetime
plus hemisphere charge tags, with similar sources of systematic error as the LEP asymmetry
measurements.
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These measurements are presented by the LEP and SLD collaborations in a consistent manner for the
purpose of combination [4]. The tables prepared by the experiments include a detailed breakdown of
the systematic error of each measurement and its dependence on other electroweak parameters. Where
necessary, the experiments apply small corrections to their results in order to use agreed values and
ranges for the input parameters to calculate systematic errors. The measurements, corrected where
necessary, are summarised in the Appendix in Tables 24-33, where the statistical and systematic errors
are quoted separately. The correlated systematic entries are from sources shared with one or more
other results in the table and are derived from the full breakdown of common systematic uncertainties.
The uncorrelated systematic entries come from the remaining sources.
A 
2
minimisation procedure is used to derive the values of the heavy-avour electroweak pa-
rameters as published in Reference 4. The full statistical and systematic covariance matrix for all
measurements is calculated. This correlation matrix takes correlations between dierent measure-
ments of one experiment and between dierent experiments into account. The explicit dependencies
of each measurement on the other parameters are also accounted for. The most important example is
the dependence of the value of R
b
on the assumed value of R
c
.
Since c-quark events form the main background in the R
b
analyses, the value of R
b
depends on






are measured in the same analysis, this is reected in the correlation







for an assumed value of R
c


















In this expression, R
meas
b









and the coecients a(R
c
) are given in Table 24 where appropriate. The dependences of all
other measurements on other electroweak parameters are treated in the same way, with coecients
a(x) describing the dependence on parameter x.
4.2 Treatment of the LEP Asymmetry Measurements
For the 11- and 13-parameter ts described above, the peak and o-peak asymmetries were corrected
to
p
s = 91:26 GeV using the predicted dependence from ZFITTER [40]. The slope of the asymmetry
around m
Z
depends only on the axial coupling and the charge of the initial and nal state fermions
and is thus independent of the value of the asymmetry itself.
After calculating the overall averages, the quark pole asymmetries, A
0; q
FB
, were derived by applying
the corrections described below. The measured asymmetries are all corrected to full acceptance. To
relate the pole asymmetries to these numbers a few corrections that are summarised in Table 12 have
to be applied. These corrections are the eects of the energy shift from 91.26 GeV to m
Z
, initial state
radiation, and  exchange and Z interference. All have been calculated using ZFITTER.
4.2.1 QCD corrections
The QCD corrections to the forward-backward asymmetries have been calculated in rst [41] and






has been estimated [20] for the b asymmetries, using the thrust axis as an estimate for the quark












QED corrections +0:0041 +0:0104
; Z  0:0003  0:0008
Total +0:0025 +0:0062




















), the ambiguity in the renormalization scale and the uncertainty in the
second order coecient due to missing mass eects and a dierent denition of the event axis. In the
past it has been assumed that whereas the lifetime/jet-charge measurements of asymmetries take into
account these eects as an inherent part of the analysis, the measured asymmetries for the analyses
using a lepton or D tag needed to be corrected by this amount. Experimental event selection and
signal extraction, however, can introduce an important bias to the QCD corrections. In the case of
the DELPHI measurement using a lepton tag, the QCD correction to the b (c) quark asymmetry
has been estimated [20] to be reduced by 50% (70%) from its theoretical expectation. The eect
of the lepton selection on the correction has been investigated by ALEPH and found to be smaller.
The exact reasons of this dierence and in particular the eect due to hadronization are presently
under study. For the moment not all LEP experiments have estimated the eect of this bias on
their measured asymmetries. For this reason, whenever an evaluation of the eect was not available,
the measurements were corrected using the DELPHI estimation with an inated error to take into
account possible variations in the experimental bias. In these cases the correction factors used were
0:984  0:008 for the b and 0:99  0:01 for the c asymmetries. In the future, each experiment will
perform the correction for their set of event selections.
As a consequence of this, all numbers given for A
b;c
FB
in the appendix are, if not stated otherwise,
already corrected for QCD eects.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Results of the 11-parameter t to LEP data
















= 0:0733  0:0049 ;
where all corrections to the asymmetries and partial widths have been applied. The 
2
=d.o.f. is
50=(81  11). The corresponding correlation matrix is given in Table 13. If R
0
c
is xed to its Standard






































0:01  0:07 0:10 1:00
Table 13: The reduced correlation matrix for the electroweak parameters from the 11-parameter t.
4.3.2 Results of the 13-parameter t to LEP and SLD data






















= 0:0735  0:0048
A
b
= 0:863  0:049
A
c
= 0:625  0:084 ;
with a 
2
=d.o.f. of 51=(87 13). The corresponding correlation matrix is given in Table 14. In deriving













































0:00  0:06 0:10 1:00 0:01 0:10
A
b
 0:03 0:05 0:04 0:01 1:00 0:12
A
c
0:01  0:07 0:02 0:10 0:12 1:00














= 0:1723) = 0:2178  0:0011 :
The result of the full t to the LEP/SLC results including the o-peak asymmetries and the b semilep-
tonic branching ratio can be found in the appendix. It should be noted that the result on BR(b! `)
and the other non-electroweak parameters is independent of the treatment of the o-peak asymmetries
and the SLD data.
4.4 Comments on the changes since last year










a signicant change comes from the fact that the low energy constraint on P(c! D
+
) is no








) = 0:178  0:013 is consistent
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with the LEP measurement of 0:163  0:007, but due to the large correlation of  60% (see table
23), R
c








) is xed to 0.178. In addition
all analyses have been improved and new data have been added. For the combined R
c
result the
largest errors are statistical (0.0037) and systematics internal to the experiments (0.0029). From the
error sources common to the experiments the only relevant ones are the branching ratios BR(c! `)
(0.0022) and BR(D
s
! ) (0.0011) for which the model independent CLEO measurement [43] is
used. The branching ratio BR(D
0
! K) contributes only 0.0002 to the total error on R
c
. The CLEO
measurement of this branching ratio is consistent with a recent ALEPH analysis [44].
Most of the change in R
b
is due to the inclusion of new data. The new input parameters have
the tendency to lower R
b
as well, mainly due to the inclusion of the measured gluon splitting rate
g ! cc [45]; however, this eect is only of the order 0.0003. The new data presented this summer are:
 ALEPH has presented a new analysis of their 1992 to 1995 data with a new very pure tag and
a new multivariate technique.
 DELPHI has updated their number with 1994 data.
 L3 has now also presented a lifetime tag measurement.
 SLD has presented a new analysis using a very pure and ecient tag.
Since some of the R
b
measurements depend on the charmed hadron production fractions which
are also tted parameters, it is no longer possible to t simply the R
b
measurements alone. To test
the compatibility of these measurements the following procedure has been adopted: in a rst step the
LEP charm measurements have been combined to obtain a best estimate of the charm production
fractions with R
c
xed to its Standard Model value. In a second step the precise single parameter
R
b
measurements have been tted together with the result of the rst t. The result of this t with
R
c
xed to 0.172 was R
b
= 0:2174  0:0012 with 
2
=d.o.f. = 5:1=5 showing agreement between the




is lowered by about 0.0008 because of the change in R
c
, as there is a  23%
correlation between them.




xed, the dominant error sources are statistics (0.00067) and in-
ternal eects (0.00053). The dominant common eects are the inclusive branching ratio D ! K
0
X
(0.00022), the charged D decay multiplicity (0.00029), QCD related eects to the hemisphere correla-




is now 0.0018 lower than last year and the error has decreased by 25%. There are three
equally important reasons for this change:
 the new OPAL lepton analysis,
 the ALEPH jet charge measurement,
 an improved treatment of the QCD corrections.
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5 The Hadronic Charge Asymmetry hQ
FB
i
Updates from last year:
ALEPH has included the 1994 data and published their analysis. DELPHI has a new preliminary
result, improving on their previous analysis and adding the 1992-1994 data.
The LEP experiments ALEPH [46{48], DELPHI [49, 50], and OPAL [51, 52] have provided mea-
surements of the hadronic charge asymmetry based on the mean dierence in jet charges measured in
the forward and backward event hemispheres, hQ
FB
i. DELPHI has also provided a related measure-
ment of the total charge asymmetry by making a charge assignment on an event-by-event basis and
performing a likelihood t [49]. The experimental values quoted for the average forward-backward
charge dierence, hQ
FB
i, cannot be directly compared as some of them include detector dependent













ALEPH 90-94, nal 0:2322  0:0008  0:0011
DELPHI 91-94, prel. 0:2311  0:0010  0:0014
OPAL 91-94, prel. 0:2326  0:0012  0:0013
Average 0:2320  0:0010





from inclusive hadronic charge asymmetries at
LEP. For each experiment, the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The latter is
dominated by fragmentation and decay modelling uncertainties.
The dominant source of systematic error arises from the modelling of the charge ow in the
fragmentation process for each avour. All experiments measure the required charge properties for
Z! bb events from the data. ALEPH also determines the charm charge properties from the data. The
fragmentation model implemented in the JETSETMonte-Carlo program [53] is used by all experiments
as reference; the one of the HERWIG Monte-Carlo program [54] is used for comparison. The JETSET
fragmentation parameters are varied to estimate the systematic errors. The central values chosen by
the experiments for these parameters are, however, not the same. The degree of correlation between the
fragmentation uncertainties for the dierent experiments requires further investigation. The smaller








i and its associated error are not very sensitive to the treatment of






. These are, however, well below the fragmentation uncertainties and experimental
errors. The eect of fully correlating the estimated systematic uncertainties from this source between
the experiments has a negligible eect upon the average and its error.





using jet charges. The
dominant source of correlation is again through uncertainties in the fragmentation and decay models












jet charge measurement has been estimated to be between 20% and 25%. This leads to only a small

























from jet charge will have little impact
on the overall Standard Model t, and is neglected at present.
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6 Interpretation of Results
Updates from last year:
The results of the Standard Model t with the Higgs mass as a free parameter are presented.
6.1 The Coupling Parameters A
f
The coupling parameters A
f
are dened in terms of the eective vector and axial-vector neutral current
couplings of fermions (Equation (3)). The LEP measurements of the forward-backward asymmetries










(Equation (2)). The LEP measurements of the  polarisation (Section 3), P






separately (Equation (5)). The SLD collaboration measures the left-right asymmetry, A
LR
[55],
which determines the same quantity, A
e
, as the  polarisation, with minimal model dependence. Both
measurements have small systematic errors. The SLDmeasurements of the left-right forward-backward





Table 16 shows the results for the leptonic coupling parameter A
`
and their combination assuming
lepton universality. The three results shown are all statistics dominated and the 
2
of the combination





derived from LEP or SLD measurements separately (Equations 10 and 11)
and from the combination of LEP and SLD measurements (Equation 11). It should be noted that
the combined LEP+SLD measurement of A
b
is about 3 standard deviations below the Standard
Model prediction (0.935, see Table 20). This is due to three independent circumstances: the SLD
measurement of A
b




and the SLD measurement of A
LR












(cos ) 0:1393  0:0050 0:1466  0:0033 3.8/1
A
LR
(SLD) 0:1542  0:0037 0:1500  0:0025 6.1/2
Table 16: Comparison of the determinations of the leptonic coupling parameter A
`
assuming lepton
universality. The second column lists the A
`
values derived from the quantities listed in the rst
column. The third column contains the cumulative averages of these A
`
results. The averages are
derived assuming no correlations between the measurements. The 
2
per degree of freedom for the




= 0:1466  0:0033) (A
`
= 0:1500  0:0025)
A
b
0:890  0:029 0:863  0:049 0:867  0:022
A
c
0:667  0:047 0:625  0:084 0:646  0:040




from LEP data alone (using the
LEP average for A
`
), from SLD data alone, and from LEP+SLD data (using the LEP+SLD average
for A
`
) assuming lepton universality.
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6.2 The Eective Vector and Axial-Vector Coupling Constants
The partial widths of the Z into leptons and the lepton forward-backward asymmetries (Section 2),
the  polarisation and the  polarisation asymmetry (Section 3) can be combined to determine the
eective vector and axial-vector couplings for e,  and  . The asymmetries (Equations (2) and (5))




(Equation (3)), while the sum of the squares of the couplings is derived































)=(4) accounts for nal state photonic corrections. Corrections due to lepton
masses, neglected in Equation 12, are taken into account for the results presented below.
The averaged results for the eective lepton couplings are given in Table 18. Figure 2 shows the








are based on the convention
g
Ae
< 0. With this convention the signs of the couplings of all charged leptons follow from LEP data




relation following from the measurement of A
LR
from SLD [55]




-plane of Figure 2. It is consistent with the LEP data. The
information on the leptonic couplings from LEP can therefore be combined with the A
LR
measurement
of SLD. The results for this combination are given in the right column of Table 18. The measured





 0:0368  0:0015  0:03828  0:00079
g
V 
 0:0372  0:0034  0:0358  0:0030
g
V 
 0:0369  0:0016  0:0367  0:0016
g
Ae
 0:50130  0:00046  0:50119  0:00045
g
A
 0:50076  0:00069  0:50086  0:00068
g
A



























 0:03688  0:00085  0:03776  0:00062
g
A`
 0:50115  0:00034  0:50108  0:00034
g

+0:5009  0:0010 +0:5009  0:0010
Table 18: Results for the eective vector and axial-vector couplings derived from the combined LEP




The neutrino couplings to the Z can be derived from the measured value of its invisible width,
 
inv











. The relative sign of g

is chosen to be in agreement with neutrino
scattering data [56], resulting in g























plane from LEP measurements. The solid
contour results from a t assuming lepton universality. Also shown is the one standard deviation
band resulting from the A
LR
measurement of SLD. The shaded region corresponds to the Standard
Model prediction for m
t





GeV. The arrows point in the direction of











The asymmetry measurements from LEP can be combined into a single observable, the eective



















without making any strong model-specic assumptions.












only the assumption of lepton universality,





, is needed. In practice no further assumption is involved






, are included in this average, as these
asymmetries have a reduced sensitivity to corrections particular to the hadronic vertex. The results of





and their combination are shown in Table 19. Also the measurement
of the left-right asymmetry, A
LR
, from SLD [55] is given. Compared to the results presented in our
previous note [1], the 
2
of the average of all determinations has increased by 5. The most signicant
change in central value is for A
0; b
FB
, although it is consistent within errors with the previous result.




























0:23155  0:00112 0:23236  0:00038 0:23200  0:00028 6.3/4
hQ
FB
i 0:2320  0:0010 0:2320  0:0010 0:23200  0:00027 6.3/5
A
LR
(SLD) 0:23061  0:00047 0:23061  0:00047 0:23165  0:00024 12.8/6





from asymmetries. Averages are obtained






from the quantities listed in the rst column. The third column contains the averages of these numbers
by groups of observations, where the groups are separated by the horizontal lines. The last column
shows the cumulative averages. The 
2
per degree of freedom for the cumulative averages is also given.
6.4 Number of Neutrino Species
An important aspect of our measurement concerns the information related to Z decays into invisible
channels. Using the results of Tables 7 and 8, the ratio of the Z decay width into invisible particles





= 5:952  0:023 :







= 1:991  0:001 :
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The central value is evaluated for m
Z
= 91:1863 GeV, m
t
= 175 GeV, m
H
= 300 GeV and the error
quoted accounts for a variation of m
t
in the range m
t
= 175  6 GeV and a variation of m
H
in the
range 60 GeV  m
H
 1000 GeV.
The number of light neutrino species is given by the ratio of the two expressions listed above:
N

= 2:989  0:012 :
6.5 Constraints on the Standard Model
The precise electroweak measurements performed at LEP can be used to check the validity of the
Standard Model and, within its framework, to infer valuable information about its fundamental pa-
rameters. The accuracy of the measurements makes them sensitive to the top-quark mass, m
t
, and to
the mass of the Higgs boson, m
H
, through loop corrections. The leading m
t
dependence is quadratic
and allows a determination of m
t
. The main dependence on m
H
is logarithmic and therefore, with the
present experimental precision, the constraints on m
H
are still weak.
The LEP measurements used are summarised in Table 20a together with the Standard Model
predictions. Also shown are the results from the SLD collaboration [21,22,55] as well as measurements
of m
W
from UA2 [65], CDF [66, 67], and D [68]
5
, measurements of the neutrino neutral to charged
current ratios from CDHS [59], CHARM [60] and CCFR [61], and the measurement of the top quark




), which is used in the ts, is shown. An additional input parameter, not shown in the table, is
the Fermi constant, G
F
, determined from the muon lifetime, G
F





Detailed studies of the theoretical uncertainties in the Standard Model predictions due to missing
higher-order electroweak corrections and their interplay with QCD corrections are carried out in the
working group on `Precision calculations for the Z resonance' [70]. Theoretical uncertainties are
evaluated by comparing dierent but, within our present knowledge, equivalent treatments of aspects
such as resummation techniques, momentum transfer scales for vertex corrections and factorisation







) has been estimated
by repeating the Standard Model ts in this Section using several combinations of options which
were implemented in the electroweak libraries used [71] for the study performed in Reference 70.
As a result the maximal variations of the central values of the tted parameters correspond to an
additional theoretical error of less than 1 GeV on m
t





) and 0.1 on log(m
H
).
Although the theoretical error on log(m
H
) is still smaller than the experimental error, it is relatively







). More studies on the eect would be





) covers missing higher-order electroweak corrections and
uncertainties in the interplay of electroweak and QCD corrections. The eect of missing higher-





) is estimated to be about 0.002 [72]. A discussion of theoretical
uncertainties in the determination of 
s
can be found in References 70 and 72. All theoretical errors
discussed in this paragraph have been neglected for the results presented in Tables 21 and 22.
At present the impact of theoretical uncertainties on the determination of m
t
from precise elec-




The uncertainty in (m
2
Z
) arises from the contribution of light quarks to the photon vacuum polari-
sation. Recently there have been several reevaluations of (m
2
Z
) [57,73{75]. For the results presented
in this Section, a value of (m
2
Z
) = 1=(128:896  0:090) [57] is used. This uncertainty causes an error
5




Measurement with Systematic Standard Pull























[nb] 41:508  0:056 0.055 41.465 0:8
R
`




0:0174  0:0010 0.007 0.0159 1:4




0:1401  0:0067 0.0045 0.1458  0:9
A
e
0:1382  0:0076 0.0021 0.1458  1:0




















0:0733  0:0049 0.0026 0.0730 0:1
























0:2149  0:0038 0.0021 0.2158  0:2
A
b
[22] 0:863  0:049 0.032 0.935  1:4
A
c
[22] 0:625  0:084 0.041 0.667  0:5
c) pp and N
m
W







(N [59{61]) 0:2244  0:0042 0.0036 0.2235 0:2
m
t
[GeV] (pp [62{64]) 175  6 4.5 172 0:5
Table 20: Summary of measurements included in the combined analysis of Standard Model parameters.





from the measurement of







asymmetries and Section c) electroweak precision measurements from pp colliders and N scattering.
The total errors in column 2 include the systematic errors listed in column 3. The determination of
the systematic part of each error is approximate. The Standard Model results in column 4 and the
pulls (dierence between measurement and t in units of the total measurement error) in column 5
are derived from the Standard Model t including all data (Table 22, column 3) with the Higgs mass
treated as a free parameter.
(a)




contain the errors arising from the uncertainties in the LEP energy only.
(b)
For ts which combine LEP and SLD heavy avour measurements we use as input the heavy avour results
given in Equation (11) and their correlation matrix in Table 14 in Section 4 of this note.
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LEP LEP LEP
+ SLD + SLD
+ pp and N data
m
t
















) 0:122  0:003  0:002 0:121  0:003  0:002 0:121  0:003  0:002

2
/d.o.f. 10/9 20/12 20/14













) has been imposed. The rst column presents the results obtained using LEP data
only (Table 20a). The second column gives the result when the SLD measurements of the left-right
asymmetry and electroweak heavy avour results (Table 20b) are also added. In the third column also
the combined data from pp colliders and N experiments (Table 20c except m
t
) are included. The
central values and the rst errors quoted refer to m
H
= 300 GeV. The second errors correspond to the
variation of the central value when varying m
H
in the interval 60 GeV  m
H
 1000 GeV. See text
for a discussion of theoretical errors not included in the errors above.










which are included in the results listed in Table 21. The eect on the Standard Model prediction for
 
``





) values for the Standard Model ts presented in this Section are stable
against a variation of (m
2
Z
) in the interval quoted. For the ts with the Higgs mass left free (see
Table 22), the error is 1 GeV on m
t
and 0.2 on log(m
H
), which are also included in the results.







) when tting the measurements in
Table 20 to up-to-date Standard Model calculations [71]. The ts have been repeated form
H
= 60; 300
and 1000 GeV and the dierence in the tted parameters is quoted as the second uncertainty. The
results obtained using only LEP data (Table 20a), as well as those obtained by including preliminary
results from the SLD collaboration (Table 20b) are shown in Table 21. The right-most column of
Table 21 gives the Standard Model constraints obtained by including in addition the results given in





/d.o.f. values for all these ts have probabilities ranging from 6% to 33%. In our pre-






of approximately 15 for all the
Standard Model ts in Table 21. For the new data set reported here the situation has changed signif-
icantly and the contributed 
2
has reduced to approximately 3 (see Table 20 and Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the leptonic partial width from LEP (Table 9) and the eective
electroweak mixing angle from asymmetries measured at LEP and SLD (Table 19), with the Standard
Model. Good agreement with the Standard Model prediction is observed. The star shows the predic-
tion if, among the electroweak radiative corrections only the photon vacuum polarisation is included,
showing evidence that LEP/SLD data are sensitive to genuine electroweak corrections. Note that the
error due to the uncertainty on (m
2
Z
) (shown as the length of the arrow attached to the star) is as





from LEP and SLD.





) derived from an analysis of electroweak precision tests within the Standard







. The result is in very good agreement with





) = 0:118  0:003 [69]) and is of similar precision. The strong coupling




= 91:1863 GeV, and imposing
m
t
= 175  6 GeV as a constraint, 
s
= 0:124  0:004  0:002 is obtained, where the second error
accounts for the variation of the result when varying m
H

























) = 0:118  0:003, R
`
imposes a constraint on the two
variables. A good agreement is seen for these 3 experimentally independent measurements, showing
the consistency of the LEP data.
The tted value of m
t
is in excellent agreement with the top mass value m
t
= 175  6 GeV
reported [62{64] by the CDF and D collaborations. Note, however, that there is a large correlation
between the top mass and the Higgs mass. This can be easily seen in the large variation (36 GeV) of
the top mass when changing the Higgs mass between 60 and 1000 GeV. This large correlation is due





direct measurement of m
t





, we rst perform a t to the LEP data alone as in Table 21, but tting as well
the Higgs mass. The result is shown in Table 22, column 2. This t shows that the LEP data prefer
a light top quark and a light Higgs, albeit with very large errors. The strongly asymmetric errors
on m
H
are due to the fact that to rst order, the radiative corrections in the Standard Model are
proportional to log(m
H
). The correlation between the top quark mass and the Higgs mass is 0.78. It
should be noted that the correlation would be even larger if the R
b
measurement is not used, as R
b
is insensitive to m
H
. We then perform a second t to all data, including the TEVATRON top mass









is reduced somewhat to 0.64. This can also be seen in Figure 6 which




for these two ts. In Figures 7 and 8 the sensitivity of the LEP
measurements to the Higgs mass is shown. As can be seen, the most sensitive measurements are the






















































0:2249  0:0009 0:2235  0:0006
m
W
(GeV) 80:278  0:049 80:352  0:033
Table 22: Results of the ts to LEP data alone and to all data including the top quark mass determi-
nation. As the sensitivity to m
H
is logarithmic, both m
H
as well as log(m
H
) are quoted. The bottom













. See text for a discussion of
theoretical errors not included in the errors above.







as a function of m
H
is plotted for the t shown
including the CDF/D m
t
measurement. The shaded band shows the additional error due to the
missing higher order corrections. Taking this error into account yields the one-sided 95% condence
level upper limit onm
H
of 550 GeV. The lower limit onm
H
of 66 GeV obtained from direct searches [76]
has not been used in this limit determination.
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7 Prospects for the Future
The LEP energy has now been increased; the Z phase of LEP has come to an end. However, the
analyses of the data are far from nished. The major improvements which should happen in the near
future will be:
 completion of the lineshape analysis, including nal LEP energy calibrations. The biggest im-
provement should be in the measurement of  
Z
;
 improved measurements of R
b
using new techniques;












) should decrease by a factor of
1.4 to 2
In addition, the measurements of m
W
at both the TEVATRON and LEPII [77] will begin to match
the error obtained via the radiative corrections of the Z data, and will provide a further important
test of the Standard Model.
8 Conclusions
The combination of the many precise electroweak results yields stringent constraints on the Standard
Model. All LEP measurements agree well with the predictions. Including all measurements, the data
show some sensitivity to the Higgs mass.
The LEP experiments wish to stress that this report reects a preliminary status at the time of
the 1996 summer conferences. A denitive statement on these results has to wait for publication by
each collaboration.
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plane derived from LEP data, corresponding to 68% and 95%
condence levels assuming Gaussian systematic errors. The Standard Model prediction for m
t
=






























(Table 19) and  
``
(Table 9) and the Standard
Model prediction. The star shows the predictions if among the electroweak radiative corrections only




) is changing by one standard deviation. This variation gives an additional uncertainty to the





















1 σ constraint from
Rl and  αs
Rb
sin2θlepteff









= 0:172) and the Standard








) = 0:118  0:003, as well as the Standard Model dependence of light-quark






























for the ts to LEP data only (dashed


































































Figure 7: Comparison of LEP measurements with the Standard Model prediction as a function of m
H
.
The cross-hatch pattern parallel to the axes indicates the variation of the Standard Model prediction
withm
t











= 128:896  0:090.
The total width of the band corresponds to the linear sum of both uncertainties. The experimental

































































Figure 8: Comparison of LEP measurements with the Standard Model prediction as a function of m
H
(c.f. Figure 7). For the comparison of R
b
with the Standard Model the value of R
c
has been xed to


























curve. The line is the result of the t using all data (last column




Heavy Flavour t including o peak asymmetries






































(+2) = 0:138  0:016
A
b
= 0:862  0:049
A
c
= 0:627  0:085
BR(b! `) = 0:1122  0:0021
BR(b! c!

`) = 0:0803  0:0034
 = 0:1217  0:0046
f(D
+
) = 0:222  0:021
f(D
s
) = 0:116  0:028
f(c
baryon









) = 0:1626  0:0066
with a 
2
=d.o.f. of 49=(87   17). The corresponding correlation matrix is given in Table 23. The
energy for the peak 2, peak and peak+2 results are respectively 89.55 GeV, 91.26 GeV and 92.94
GeV. Note that the asymmetry results shown here are not the pole asymmetries which have been












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Measurements used in the Heavy Flavour Averages
In the following tables, preliminary results are indicated by the symbol \y." The values of centre-
of-mass energy are given where relevant. In each table, the result used as input to the average
procedure is given followed by the statistical error, the correlated and uncorrelated systematic errors,
the total systematic error, and any dependence on other electroweak parameters. In the case of the
asymmetries, the QCD corrected result moved to a common energy (89.55 GeV, 91.26 GeV and 92.94
GeV, respectively, for peak 2, peak and peak+2 results) is quoted as corrected asymmetry. The
asymmetries quoted with a \z" are not QCD corrected.
Contributions to the correlated systematic error quoted here are from any sources of error shared
with one or more other results from dierent experiments in the same table, and the uncorrelated errors




from SLD the quoted correlated systematic error
has contributions from any source shared with one or more other measurements from LEP experiment.
Constants such as a(x) denote the dependence on the assumed value of x
used



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[38] [26] [28] [39]
p








( 2) Corrected -4.05 0.26 -6.52 4.30
Statistical 7.60 5.19 2.44 5.1
Uncorrelated 0.85 0.55 0.38 0.72
Correlated 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.50









































Table 29: The measurements of A
cc
FB
( 2) (in units of 10
 2
). The corrected asymmetries are at
p
s = 89:55 GeV. The numbers marked with a \z" are not QCD corrected.
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ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL







[23] [38] [26] [26] [27] [28] [39]
p








(pk) Corrected 9.19 6.76 8.57 7.74 8.02 5.97 6.46
Statistical 2.00 1.30 1.39 1.21 3.70 0.59 1.2
Uncorrelated 1.56 0.20 0.91 0.55 2.42 0.39 0.43
Correlated 1.05 0.18 0.75 0.12 0.60 0.48 0.36
Total Systematic 1.88 0.27 1.18 0.57 2.50 0.62 0.56
a(R
b


























a(BR(b! `)) 4.8529 3.5007 5.1094
BR(b! `)
used
[%] 11.00 10.50 10.90
a(BR(b! c!












meson and lepton-tag analyses (in units of 10
 2
).
The corrected asymmetries are at
p











[38] [26] [28] [39]
p








(+2) Corrected 10.85 8.05 15.56 15.93
Statistical 6.10 4.55 2.0 4.1
Uncorrelated 0.71 0.55 0.57 0.66
Correlated 0.28 0.17 0.79 0.84









































Table 31: The measurements of A
cc
FB
(+2) (in units of 10
 2
). The corrected asymmetries are at
p
s = 92:94 GeV. The numbers marked with a \z" are not QCD corrected.
SLD
93-95y 93-95y 94-95y








Statistical 0.068 0.046 0.094
Uncorrelated 0.037 0.049 0.092
Correlated 0.021 0.000 0.007
Total Systematic 0.043 0.049 0.092
a(R
b






















































































Table 33: The measurements of A
c
.
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL
90-91 92-93y 91-92 90-91y 90-91
Tagging lepton multiple lepton lepton lepton
[23] [23] [25] [27] [28]
BR(b! `) 11.20 11.01 11.30 11.42 10.60
Statistical 0.33 0.10 0.45 0.48 0.60
Uncorrelated 0.32 0.20 0.50 0.30 0.39
Correlated 0.27 0.21 0.46 0.21 0.53




















Table 34: The measurements of BR(b! `) from the lepton-tag analyses.
46
ALEPH DELPHI OPAL
90-91 92-93y 91-92 90-91
Tagging lepton multiple lepton lepton
[23] [23] [25] [28]
BR(b! c!

`) 8.81 7.68 7.90 8.40
Statistical 0.25 0.18 0.49 0.40
Uncorrelated 0.40 0.25 0.95 0.57
Correlated 0.69 0.42 0.78 0.38












Table 35: The measurements of BR(b! c!

`) from the lepton-tag analyses.
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL
90-95y 91-92 90-93y 90-95y
Tagging lepton lepton lepton lepton
[23] [25] [27] [28]
 0.12461 0.14900 0.12530 0.11390
Statistical 0.00515 0.02000 0.01100 0.00540
Uncorrelated 0.00244 0.01044 0.00516 0.00306
Correlated 0.00403 0.01192 0.00266 0.00324















a(BR(b! `)) 0.0524 0.0462 0.0170
BR(b! `)
used
[%] 11.34 10.50 10.90
a(BR(b! c!






[%] 7.86 7.90 8.30




















Total Systematic 0.0066 0.0110
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